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Statement of the Problem: Nowadays, biological is not a future dreams, biological is a fundamental part of healthcare worldwide with growing needs to safe, efficient, interchangeable and cost effective biosimilars. At this end, simple, accurate and reliable biopharmaceutical analysis is a great priority for both industry and regulatory authorities.

Aim: The aim of this work was to review, discuss and focus on statistically guided approaches used along with many analytical techniques for biosimilarity and stability assessment.

Methodology & Theoretical Orientation: Principal component analysis was the main unsupervised chemometric model to be highlighted. Other models coupled to different analytical techniques (NMR, HPLC-UV and HPLC-MS/MS) were also reviewed.

Findings: This coupling was found to be competent for detecting the similarities and dissimilarities between samples and also determining to what extent different samples are actually "different".

Conclusion & Significance: The mathematical modeling of big multivariate analytical data has given very informative and rewarding outcome that could be beneficial to National Control Laboratories especially in countries with price sensitive markets where the exhaustive assessment of imported biotechnological products including biosimilars is crucial. Recommendations are made for inclusion of chemometrics laboratory at each organization committed with research and control of biologics.
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